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Abstract
This thesis offers a synthesis of existing research regarding not only Frederick
Douglass' literacy in the slave narrative genre, but also :m Aristotelian analysis of his

Narrative olthe Lile olFrederick Douglass, An American Siuve, Written by Himse{j'

(1845), Douglass' chaiienge is to reach an Lludicllcc not only of abolitionists, but also of
free blacks who are more grounded in the vernacular tradition than equal to his own
considerable skills in rhetorical literary construction.

My research addresses the problem that existing research inadequately considers
the degree to which Douglass uses his a\\arcness of the audience and employs rhetoric in
his ,\arl'Util'e, My thesis analyzes Douglass' ;\'arrulil'c using principles and precepts
from classical rhetoric \\hile examining Douglass' \\ork through the lens or genre theory,
I also recognize thaI. before Douglass can assess the rhetorical strategies to reach
hiS audience. he must overcome limits within himself that Du Bois would later cal!
'double consciousness." Douglass docs not equivocate: I argue in my thesis that his

lVurrOfive, in echoes of Aristotle. uses the best ideas expressed \\ith the best words in the
best arrangement for the best purpose: the liberation of millions of enslaved Africans, the
very embodiment of rhetoric as agency in voicing his humanity on his own terms for his
own purposes,
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Introduction

Understanding rhetoric lends an understanding to the power behind Frederick
Douglass' Narrative ofrhe Lile ofFrederick Douglass, an American Slave Wrillen by
Himsell(l845). In order to grasp the power behind Douglass as a rhetorician, I will look

closdy at the Narroril'e to beip readers understand how Douglass' rhetorical power and
hov, Douglass' narrative

'A

as an example for others who published their own slave

narratives. Douglass illustrates a clear understanding of his culture and society and of the
po\ver

or rhetoric. While focusing on the duality of his audience--both free blacks and

northern
111

whitcs~he

convinces them to change their ignorance concerning the conditions

IYhich sb\"Cs are held as chattel
According to Amy De\itt. the power of agency begins with understanding genres.

She states, "Genres have the power to help or [to] hurt human interaction, to ease
communication or to deceive, to enable someone to speak or to discourage someone from
saying something different" (1). Devitt's three-part definition, howC\er equivocating,
lends comprehension to the powcr behind Frederick Douglass' 1845 A'urrative. Douglass
beg iI1S his narrative, si m ply,

[0 jllf()[Il]

his dudience uf the tIi als and tIi bulations imo 1ved

in slm ery and to call for a change in the American people"s all-too-often complacent
indifference to it. Douglass, ho\\cver. is a free man at the time of the Narralive's
publication but still a man with no real credibility, due to his fugitive s]a\'e status. To
gaIn a measure of such credibility, Duuglass accepts a rheturical decision that invohed
another rhetorician speaking on his bchalC William Lloyd CJanisol1--a well-known
abolitionist.

2
While Frederick Douglass' Narrative begins originally as a way to support
eloquent oratorical skills and leads to literary construction in order

to

pro\'C that he was a

slave who had indeed achieved sLlch a degree of literacy, given that such eloquent oratory
would likely raise doubts. the }\'arratil'e becomes much more than a biography, an
account of historical events and a revelation of slavcry's horrors; it also becomes a
prominent exampie of how to write an effcctive slave namltive. \Vhere biographies begin
with the life of the person, birthplace. date of birth and parentage, Douglass' Narrative
begins with the mystery ora slaw's life:
I ha\e no accurate knowledge of my age. nner ha\'ing seen an)' authentic record
containing i1. l3y far the larger part of the sbves know as little of their ages as
horses kl1lm of theirs, and it is the wish of masters to keep their slaves thus
ignorant. I do not remember to have ever met a slave who could tell of his
birthday.

(~7)

In many ways. this example of Douglass' life helps the slave to recognize how his
anonymity and the powers over him coincide while it undermines the slaveholder's
assertion that a slave cannot learn \vhile withholding even knowledge of his birth.
Newrtheless. Dougbss alSll articulaies clearly the harsh. pll)"ical Iccditie:; linked

\\ilh

slavery, He takes the isolation and the "hidden" atrocities and brings them to the
forefront ufthe ,\merican people's attention; then he jllxtaposes the theft and luss of
identity with animals incapable of knowing their birth, In order to establish a common
ground with his audience, Douglass relics not only on the por/lOs of his audience

(a

rhetorical move). but also a strategy cOlllmon among 19 th Century sentimental writers,

Moreover, Douglass uses specific examples of his life, and his visual effects call
on a skill of sentimentalism prominent in 19 th Century literature. The Narrative not only
appeals to the sentiment of the audience, but it also serves a dual audience: first the
prominent white abolitionist audience who could decide the fate of "'runaway" slaves
pursued by their masters' agents, and, second, future fugitive slaves and current slaves
struggling to attain freedom hom those masters and their agents all too eager to be
informed of their escape methods. Douglass, however. does not allO\\ the dual audience
to hinder his \'York. The NO}TOfive is published in the 19 th Century prior to the Civil War,
as \\ere most slave narratives. While the slave n<.lITati\·es are particular to a specific

audicnce and a specifiC time frame. tl1\:) remain po\\erlul in their

0\\11

right, further

exemplifying De\itt"s argument that "the rhetorical genres hme the power to help or hurt
human interaction" (1). When speaking of the Undergruund Railroad. Douglass
illustrate's this duality. to help or hun: upen communication helps potentially the

sla\t~

master and hurts the slaves. Douglass' disapproval of the openness vlith which fugitive
sla\es ciiscuss their escape is \'isible \\hen he calls the

[l nderground

Railroad the

"upperground railroad" (\38). Although he appreciates the sacrifices made by these men
and \\omen \\ hu risk harsh punishment and death from assisting in escape and the pursuit
of freedom. he criticizes them simply heeause he cannot understand how any revelation
of successful methods to escape helps future fugitives. He only sees this divulgence of
crucial information as helping the slave masters (138). Imploring ceremonial oratory,
Dough.,s is able to shu\\ his appreciation for Underground Railroad \\orkers. but he also
reprimclI1ds them for their ill-conceived notions about the helpfulness which in reality
proves dangcruLls to the future fugitive

SL1\CY
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Even though the slave narrati ves proved int1uential for the grovvth of the
abolitionist movement, Douglass cites a specific occasion where this rhetorical genre
becomes a danger to the remaining slaves who desire freedom. He also incorporates
these dual concerns of sentimental appeal and documentation without revelation within
his own diction: while honoring the noble people who extend empathy, he also recites a
picture of betrayal and bloody persecution. Douglass uses the word enlighlening in
acknowledging the slave master's generosity-albeit constrained by the inhumanity of
the institution itself-and in indicting the slaves who commit this disgrace of betrayal of
and complicity in the persecution of their fellow slm·es. Former slaves who are now free
write in this genre to educate whites about the man) cruelties towards people of .\jjicdn
descent. to tell their stories in hopes of changing the society in which they live. to gain
sympathy for the cause of fi"eedoJ11. and to inspire \\hiks and blacks to end chattel
slaYery. The previous example encompasses many ways that the narrative inspires the
audiences: however, some information of necessity remains an untold story to protect the
fugitives vvho arc telling their stories as well as preserving a path to freedom for Cuture
fugitives.
The conflict of appealing to and withhoiding inloll1l<11ion from sirnultancous
dudlences not only cunsiders the audiences that the narratives intend to serve. but also
gin;s \uice to the people who are writing the narratives. Douglass began his career as an
orator speaking at various events to protest slavery. and that exposure led to him writing
his narrative. He becomes a writer LInd orator. simultaneously, scning both audiences.
Gregory S. Jay, in his article "/\merican Literature and the New Historicism: The

5
Example of Frederick Douglass," explains the connection between Douglass the orator
and 19 th Century culture. lIe eloquently states:
As a speaking subject Douglass becomes the agency through which the literary
and social ideologies of his time speak ... Douglass's mastery of the master's
tongue transforms him from [he dictated subject of ideology into the agent of
history (and literary) change. (228)
Douglass not only learns his rhetorical skill by participating in the oratorical culture. but
he also masters literary expression-the art of his masters-while he gains popularity and
a means to reach a larger audience than oratory alone \vould permit. The culture of 19 th
Century America leads to a first-persun accuunt or history encompassing likrary and
rhetorical genrcs. through Frederick Douglass' SOIT(lfire.
Douglass. additionally. attracts his audience as he relates to them through his life
experiences and calls on the teachings of Aristotle, e\oking jJothos. logos, and ethos
Patricia Bizzell and Bruce Herzberg summarize the definitiuns as fullo\\s. "the arguments
that one discovers or 'invents' should appeal to reason (logos). emotion about the subject
under discussion (pathos). and trust in the speaker's character (ethos),' (31). These
rheturical appeals derive strictly ii'OJIl the teachings ui' Aristotle aild lIther classical
rhetoricians; therefore. sLlch a theoretical dominance as Aristotle enjoys midway through
19 th Century America helps readers understand the importance of Frederick Douglass'
Narrath'e within the context of his culture.

In addition to Douglass speaking to inform his audience, he sllppiiL's the need for
the American people to hear directly the stories of enslaved Africans. John A. Collins, in
a conversation with William Uuyd Garrison, explains. "The public h(1\c itching cars

lG
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hear a colored man speak, and particularly a slm'e. ?vlultitudes will flock to hear one of
this class" (qtd. in James Matlack "The Autobiographies of Frederick Douglass" 16). The
recurrence of slaves speaking in public adds to the thirst of the public to crave ever more
intriguing stories than they have already heard; however disturbing, they represent
slavery's atmosphere and nurture the parhos of an abolitionist public ever more vocal,
albeIt self-righteousiy so. in their expression of moral oLltrage.
According to Aristotle's Rhcloric, "rhetoric falls into three divisions, determined
by the three classes of Iisteners to speeches

speeches' end and object" (1 X5)
"pruoJ~;'"
di~pL1Y"

r... 1it is

[ ... ] the hearer that determines the

Aristotle categorizes the three oratorical divisions. the

based on the hearer as. "political. forensic. and the ceremonial oratory of
(185). Lach di\ision senes a specific purpose and focuses on a different time:

"political speaking urges us either to do or not to do something. [... ] forensic speaking
either attacks or defends s0l11ehody.[ ... ] and the ceremonial oratory of display eitl1er
praises or censures somebody" (185). Douglass, indeed, exemplifies all three forms of
rhetorical genres: deliberativc. judicial and epideictic, in that. respectively. he persuades,
judges and entertains his audiences. Frederick Douglass melds each of these styles
togethn, and he praises or censureS. mges a call-to-actiun, and attacks or defends his
audience simultaneously. which can be observed in the 1845

.~·arrulivc.

His jeremiadic

Yu/,nlfh'c hoth condemns the era as !~lilil1g in its ideals and thus rightly punishable. but

also. like the prophet .Jeremiah. he holds out hope for reforms.
Instead of focLlsing solely cm the lack of intervention. Frederick Dougiass engages
in a rhelorical style currently considered the jeremiadie genre. WillIe J. Harrell,.Jr., in his
anicle .../\ Call to

Consci()uslJes~

anJ Action: Mapping the African,\l11erican Jeremiad."
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discusses the rhetorical style of the African-American jeremiad, explains the use of the
jeremiad and asserts its inf1uence on the community when used for protest. The
jeremiadic genre, Harrell argues, is a rhetorical device for "Black protest" because it
"called for social prophecy and criticism" (151). Hanell investigates David Howard
Pitney, who argues "Blacks used this prototypical form of rhetoric in 'its purest form '"
(151). Harrell argues African-American '-'Titers im'oked this prophetic style of rhetoric
to employ social change. While there are several definitions ofthejeremiad, the one that
fits Douglass' rhetoric, Harrell explains, originates with Winthrop D. Jordan. He defines
the rhetoric as a:
complex fusion of religious and political modes of thought strongly tinged with
less lofty quality of oppurtunism

r... 1 it

j~)Cused

not on the miseries or the victims

of slavery but on the \\ickedness of the victimizer. (153)
Since the jeremiadic criticizes the perpetrators as well as urges them to act react or they
may choose to not act -as required the political di\'ision- the jeremidiac is also a
ceremonial style ofrhetoric, which entails a process of praising or illustrating disdain for
a specific situation. The major difference involves Douglass' use of the Bible as a means
to critique those guilty of betraying their O\\ll ideals. As Christianity is the dominuIlL
religion in 19th Century America, Douglass understands the power inherent in embracing
the religion as a means to attack slaveholders on the ground that they betray their own
belief system.
In conJunctiun witb ullderstanding the jeremiadic rbetorical style, its purpose also
links Douglass' style to what Carol:m R. :v1iller refers to as "social action." She also
validates rhetorical genre as, "a classification of discourse upon recurrel1l situation or,
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more specifically, upon exigence lSic] understood as social motive, ... the typical joint
rhetorical actions available at a given point in history" (31). Because rhetorical genre
derives from specific times in history and specific situations, the slave narrative of
Frederick Douglass fits perfectly intu the genre. Drawing on the teachings of rhetoric
and the culture in which he lives, Douglass uses reCLlrrence as a means to prompt social
change~llot

unlike the ailusion thal echues tht: bondage ufthe Jews in Egypt and also

sanctifies their exodus toward liberation.
Miller relics on a delinition from Ravmond Williams. based on his
anthropological work. stating. "culture as a 'particular \vay uf lit~· of a time and place, in
all its complexity. [is\ experienced hy a group that understands itself as an identifiable
group" (qtd. in Carolyn j\1iller 6S).

~dilkr

different times and places different sl'ts

further e\:plains, ''It sureh' is the case that in

or genres appear" (68).

The need to discuss the

horrors of slavery promoks the sian; narrative. TI1C culture or buying and selling
humans not even perceived as sLlch as a cultural experience. howneL also leads to the
popularity orthe slave story- -\vith the irony noted: without slaves, their stories need no
telling. The specific time and place for this rhetorical genre of the slave naITative could
oniy occur during enslavernent as the need for protest heightened \\ith each passing year
that African descendents remained in fetters.
In order for rhetorical genre to represent culture. the texts produced mllst also be
representative of the culture. \1iklwil Bakhtin's essay "The Problem of Speech Genres"
Cocuses on speaking through a series of /ulIgzl({ge styles

a~

opp()sed to the vernacular

moment in which people actually speak. lie focuses on speaking as a means to
communicate that which has been trcillsforl11ed over time. 13akhtin states, "[l]anguGge

9

arises hom man's need to express himself, to objectify himself' (1232). This aflirmation
of one's own being through language implies that the human being only wants to
communicate with others in sustaining community and, in doing so, finds the rhetorical
style in language to accomplish this goal of becoming a free being in ajust state.
Frederick Douglass' Narrative exemplifies a balance of the Aristotelian proofs

(ethos. logos and pathos) and meids the genres of rhetoric (deliberative. judicial and
epideictic) v.ith jeremiad. He both helps the slave population achieve a sense of sci rand
an inherent human right to citizenship and harms the slave economy by undermining its
notion that no "human beings" were at risk. ]\;ot only does he ease communication
among abolitionists and ground it \\ithin the voice of those who could now express
themselves as agents of their own freedom- the fellow and future writers of these slave
mITatiws, but he also challenges the \\hite population coming to hear him speak tu
n.:consider its own latent white supremacy in perceiving him as the agent of his o\\n
world. His speeches exude such eloquence that many did not believe that he had ever
been a slave.
Frederick Douglass not only encompasses the cultural behm'iors of his
environmem. but he also masiers them ill a

\\d)

that exudes his rhetorical brillianCe.

Learning to articulate his being through the rhetorical genre of the slave narrative.
Douglass' ;Varrofil"l' ami his life become an inspiration to many 01 the \\Titers folk)\\ing
him. Using his culture and his understanding or that culture. Douglass is able to prompt
successfully social change. the emancipation of those in bondage. during 19 th C.
America. Not only does Douglass initiate social change, he does so through the power of
rhetoric. which is exactly \\hm those supporting enslavement did for three centuries.

10
Quoting the Bible and citing other moral reasons, Douglass battles rhetoric with rhetoric.
a much more effective form offighting than the looming bloodshed ahead of the Civil
\Var that not even Douglass and Lincoln could avert with their moral imperative of
rhetoric. Nonetheless. Douglass still instructs us in the moral capacity and imperative of
rhetorical

po\Ver~for

agency and for understanding.

11
A Classical Solution to an Unconventional Problem

While the rhetorical genre proves effective in speech, it is also important to
understand where this genre's foundation begins. One cannot truly gain an understanding
without looking first to the classical rhetoricians. Frederick Douglass' Narrative echoes
classical and other rhetorical genres, ellhancing his ability not only to connect with his
audience. but also learning to choose his words wisely. Douglass' rhetorical introduction
begins with the Coilimbian Orolor and as he reads variolls well-known and effective
orators. As Douglass continues to study this book. it becomes a part of him, and he
teaches himself to speak in the same manner that he taught himself to read. Douglass'
.\uITLlrin·, while

(j

subgenre of hiographieal \\Titings; goes further. Biographies and

memoirs are documents that the author writes in an attempt to inform future generations
ahout life's struggles and accomplishments so that the stories leave a legacy for others to
remember the author. Whereas slave narratives serve their contemporaneous generation
and require the reader to make changes to the current state of conditions, the narratives'
focus on current events makes it a genre requiring action and not just a means to
}"Cl11enl0er

S0111COll(:.

ll(-,ustnn /\. Baker. Jr. offers the introduction to

Douglass~

iVarrarj"c

recollecting abuut a nineteenth-century editor who notices the significance of slaves
telling their stories. claiming that:
The fugitive slave literature is destined to be a powerful lever. We have the most
proti.mnd conviction of its potency. We see in it the easy and infallible means of
abolitiunizing [sic] the free states. Argument pnwokes argument, reason is met

12

by sophistry: but the narratives of slaves go right to the heart of men. (gtd. in
Baker 9)
While this editor may be overly zealous in his description, he does make several pertinent
obsenations. This editor claims that argument provokes argument: something Douglass
knows and understands all too \vell. Slavery'S discussion causes dissent within the unioll
from southern as well as northern cltl1:ens because morality is 110t an issue one can truiy
measure. Ethics, on the other hand. irwohes agreement within society, and. while there
is still disagreement, it focuses on the whole of the community and leaves less contention
for dehate. Slavery time and time

a~ain

becomes an issue of morality. While some

Americans find the idea of chattel appalling. others view .African descendants as animals
and. therefore. sec nothing wrong v;ith trenting them like C0l111110n household pets or tJrm
animals. So Douglass with his rhetorical finesse takes this issue and illustrates its
immoral qualities. Douglass juxtaposes Africans first with animals then as people to
show hmv this line of argument is blurred not by reason but by opinion.
As Douglass illustrates the slave owners' ability to constantly and consistently
devalue Africans, he remembers the events following Captain Anthony's death. The
demeaning continues throughout e\ery aspect of the slave's life; Douglass recalis "There
were horses and men, cattle and women, pigs and children, all holding the same rank in
the sczde of heing. and

\\"(~rc

all subjected to the same narrovy' examination" (113)

Noticing how Douglass purposely groups people with animals, instead of simply listing
property, and its valuation is essential to understanding how he explores his audience's
pal has. Douglass' description imol yes depicting the picture that slaves are treating as

animals and in the eyes of their owners. Then Douglass claims that each held "the same

13
rank in the scale of being" (113). Leaving the reackr to ponder how a person or entire
group of humans can hold the same rank as animals not only forces a derogatory image to
one's mind, but this image also reminds the audience that people should not be treated
with the same respect as a mere animal. Douglass' previous claim that he knows as much
about his life as a horse knows of his prompts the question would a horse really \vant to
know his age: whereas, a human instantly \\ants to kno\\' his origin and history. Lacking
this information haunts people as it does Douglass most of his life. The arguments that
slaveholders use to justify slavery are the same arguments that Douglass use to illustrate
the moral dangers that one incurs as a slaveholder; moreove1'. as Douglass presents 11is
audience with reasons for abolition, at times, it is met with its own recognition of the
COl1\ollltecL misleading reasons as justitlcation for ensla\cment. But the fact that slavery
proves injurious hecomes an cffecti\c tool in dc\cloping his skill to illustrate the
irrationality of human bondage. The ways in which Douglass implores rhetoric enables
him to 1'i nd SLlccess as an orator.
One of the \vays that Douglass does achieve this stature is by mimicking Cicero's
teachings. Cicero suggests:
\\ie show the studellt whom to copy, and to copy in such a \vay as to strive with all

possible care to attain the most excellent qualities of his model. Nexllet practice
be added, whereby in copying he may reproduce the pattern of his choice and not
portray him as time and again I have kno\\n man) copyist do. (J20)
The pattern that Douglass reproduces is, in fact, the alltobiography: however, he cloes not
simpl; copy this pattern: he llses it to illustrate the vast di1Tl'lences of being a man in
.'\mcrican society as opposed to being a black man in nineteenth-century sla\cholding

14

America. Douglass continually incorporates events from his life to give his audience an
understanding ofvvhat is lacking in his life story. Whereas autobiographical writings
generally begin with background information, Douglass begins with a lack of knowledge
and a craving to fill the gaps. Douglass says: '·A want of information concerning my own
[birth] was a source of unhappiness to me even during childhood. The white children
could tell oj their ages. I could not teli why i ought to be deprived of the same privilege"
(47). This desire for information continues throughout his life and, in some ways,
justifies Douglass' need to learn to read and to become a better man than he had been
conditioned to believe that he could be. /\s Douglass reflects, he mentions the "want of
information" and the ··unhappiness·' that he experiences from not gaining that
information. This c.\:perience first shows his audience thaI. unlike white children. black
children are depri\'ed or the simplest information and purposely kept ignorant to serve the
purpose of slavery: Douglass feels that he is entitled

to

the information as he recalls the

deficit in his life, noticing that it is indeed a privilege to know one's origin. These \\ords
drive the remainder oC his rhetoric;]1 career.
In conjunction vvith transforming the autobiographical genre into literary
constructiol1 of a \'oice different. more semimental, and focused on changes ror a beller
AITILTica

than bad yet been achieved, Douglass exercises various elements of speech.

Bakhtin's The Prohlem ojSpeech Genre asserts:
When there is style there is genre. The transfer of style from one genre to
anolher not only alters the way a style sounds. under conditions of a genre
unnaluralto it. but also violates or renews the given genre. (Bakhtin 1231)
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Instead of giving dates and events that occur in his life, Douglass eloquently elaborates
each incident, leaving little room for doubt concerning the accuracy of his story or his
ability to touch the hearts and minds of his audience. As Douglass writes his Narrative.
he indeed changes the biographical genre altering the style, and, in many ways, he
violates the standards required for teiling a life story creating a new genre. Biographical
authors focus on joyous occasions. family ties and overcoming struggles, but Douglass
focuses on how a joyous occasion becomes a hardship, and how the lack of familial ties
causes ditliculty when attempting to overcome struggles. Douglass reminds his reader of
Christmas and hmv slaves enjoy this holiday as drunken idiots. The slaves enjoy a
transitory but illusory idea of freedom. and the) abuse aleohol to the point of utter
sickncss. While the slavc \)\\ner use::; trickery to induce these feelings. the s]a\'e's misery
causes a craving for the securit) and health that enslavement brings \v'ith it. Thus, the
slave owners continually keep the slm'es ignorant about their health and freedom.
Frederick Douglass understands that this struggle is not his alone, and, in order to
help himself and the millions of ensla\ed Africans, he must adapt the strategies of the
master to his own purpose:

thc:rel~)re.

of his .A.fi.-ican culture dnd the

his speech and mannerisms become a combination

E~uru-/-\rnerican

teachings. Once he beculnes

!iterate~

his

readings lead to his uncompromising :lI1d successful skills as a rhetorician. During the

19 1h Century, Frederick Douglass wa::; referred to as an "African champion," according to
Willi~ll11

L. Garrison' s Liheralol'. as the author reflects on a speech that Douglass

presented at the "Syracuse (Ol1\el1t1011."' stating: "this estimable colored man created
quite a sensation"' (Ill). Calling Douglass a champion illustrates that he is a fighter and,
moreo\er, wins his fights quite frequently. Garrison also claims that Douglass creates a
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"sensation"; this description implies that the audience does indeed feel moved when
Douglass speaks. Whether the audience feels the need to change its perspective or it is
appalled by his descriptions, the fact remains that he is capable of making his audience
feel the very revulsion that has heen his life From Douglass' studies, he learns to speak
naturally. Douglass' ability to speak enhances his drive to better himself he cause he docs
not simply copy other rhetorician'S styles; he uses his iife experiences to enhance his
speech and effectiveness towards the audience.
Quintillian, along with Cicero, also speaks of imitation: while Quintillian
ackno\vledges the importance of imitation, he takes it a step further. Advocating for
imitation as a means to ohtain a higher !e\'el of excellence than the original speaker,
teacher or wh0111ever is being imitated, Quintillian helieves:
Undouhtedly, then, imitation is not sufficient of itself, if for no other reason than
it is the mark of an indolent nature to rest satisfied with what has been invented
hy others ... It is dishonorahle evcn to rest satisfied with simply equaling what we
imitate. (40 I)
Aristotle's, Cicero's, lsocrates' and Quintillian's teachings enhance and
iliumillate Douglass' rhetorical complexity and thus make him one or Lhe greaL oraLors in
American history not only hecause he studied and was able to make a difference in his
country, but also hecause he

l1l~lde

a difference by imprO\ing the conditions for freedom

for himself by helping others. His goal remains the freedom of the body, but he did not
neglect the development of the mind as a means

to

fi-eedom: that emphasis makes him

uniquely qualified to move towards progress. No progress occurs if the person's mind
remains in the manacles of captivity.
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In conjunction with captivating the audience, Isocrates advocates for education in
rhetoric assenting to the previous ideas of the Sophists. He asserts,

"l ... ] education could

improve the natural talents of all comers-and that it should be useful to the state" (25).
Natural talent alone does not make a successful orator, hut learning the skills of
argumentation and persuasion helps develop the oratory, so it can be "useful to the state."

lsocrates ~

;'~~!intidosis~-

ad'vises

~';it

is \yell that in all activities, and

TII0st

of all

speaking~

credit is won. not by gifts of fortune. but by efforts of study" (79). The importance of
learning about and studying one's prospective audience, in an attempt to win credit
specifically in speech. helps the orator persuade his audience. Kno\ving one's audience
proves far more beneficial than having oratorical skill alone.
Douglass not only learns his rhetorical skill by participating in the oratorical
culture, but he also masters the art of his masters while he gains popularity and gains a
means to reach a larger audience. America's 19 th century culture leads

(0

a first-person

account of history encompassing literacy and rhetorical genre visible through Douglass'
Narrali1'c. As Douglass gains insight into his own culture as well as that of his masters
through the legacies of rhetoric, he also gains insight about hmv to s\vay most eflectively

his audienCe. Douglass relies on \V'illianl Lloyd C]arrisun-s credibility to n!Tirnl

hi~

o\vn

authenticity. since. as a i'ugitin.' slave, he cloes not possess very much stature. Garrison
introduces Douglass as a man "capable of high attainments as an intellectual anclmoral
being--needing nothing but a comparatively small amount of culti vation to make him an
ornament

to

society and a blessing to his race" (34). While Garrison's description of

Douglass does encourage people to listen to \vhat he has to say, it also brings questions of
his educatiun and ability to remain a respectable member of society. He also calls him "a
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hlessing to his race," and, hy using the word hlessing, he hrings religion into
accountability as Douglass always does.

In contrast, Garri son's description also plays into many of the stereotypes of the
Antehellum America. As Garrison claims that Douglass requires "a comparatively small
amount of cultivation to make him an ornament to society and a blessing to his race" he
paints a piclure of him that is both positive and negative. Cultivation is something
generally attached to land, and to claim that a man needs this type of treatment distorts
the picture more. The \vord cultivation becomes much like a pharmakon, as it becomes
both a blessing and a curse to Douglass' character. Though Douglass only needs a little
cultivation-he does indeed need someone to help him- Garrison infers that the heip
comes from the same people oppressing him. Instead of treating this race as animals.
GarrIson wants the slave owners to teach them to be better citi/ens. Ironically. most of
Douglass' cultivation is by his own hand. He speaks often about how he taught himself'
in an attempt to show that African Americans are capable of learning, but, more
importantly, he illustrates that African descendants arc thinking people and not mindless
beasts. When Garrison describes Douglass as a man who has "properly chosen to write

his o\vn /'/arrafil"C. in his ovvn style, and according to his o\vn

ability~

rather than employ

someone else" (3-+), he focuses on Douglass' need to tell his story in his own way and on
his own terms. Illustrating both the necessity behind Douglass' narrative's puhlication
(md the abilitv of African descendants to learn. Garrison l(ives all the credit to DOllulass
'--'

' ' ' - '

imprO\ing his mind. The introduction addresses t\\O "fears," or white supremacist
projections that \\erc popular during slavery: a slave's inability to learn and his inahilit)
to fUllction in so-;idy without the instruction of the supposed, self-proclaimed white
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ruling class. However. because the narrativc is in the first person, Douglass speaks
directly to his audience which enhances both his connection to his audience and his
awareness of them. Douglass takes the time to explain, in detail, the events that he
witnesses, \ividly helping his audience embody the horrors for themselves. While
recording an event about a slaw woman's \\hipping, Douglass elaborates:
Mr. Severe was rightly named: he was a cruel man. I have seen him whip a
woman, causing the blood to run half an hour at a time; and this, too, in the midst
of her crying children. pleading for their mother's release. He seemed to take
pleasurc in manifesting his fiendish barbarity. (55)
Douglass paints a picture for his audience that not only illustrates the horrors. but he also
condemns simultaneously )',Ir. SC\l.:re. 11c discLlsses the unLlsual cruelty necessary lor
slave owners, calling attention to barbaric acts that cause "blood to run" tor an extensive
period of time. I Ie also relays the inability to show concern for crying children
"pleading" for their mother. More importantly, however, as Douglass describes the
"fiendish barbarity:' he brings

to

mind acts that his audience has either witnessed \vhile

standing by idly or. perhaps. some members of it have committed some of the same
Crinll'S. I)ullglas~

does not \vanl to his

audi~ncc~s actions to go unnoticcd~ ~)l\ v.. . ith

each

description and detail that he relates. hc makes certain of their effecti\eness.
While genre theory classifies types. Douglass' focus on the rhetorical genre
within his slave narrative helps him accomplish the means to freedom which an
autobiography \\ithout self-conscious usc of rhctorical significance could not. Douglass'
awareness of the need to invoke change helps him call for action, which is very a
different purpose from olograplllcal sturies. 3y Jo-.:using on the need

to

change
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America's culture through logic, while illustrating his emotion and his passion for the
country, its people and the well being of all inhabitants, Douglass successfully condemns
the American people for their treatment towards African descendants. On one hand,
biographies and memoirs serve as a legacy for future generations to remember the
authors and help the audience gain insight into their lives--an unnecessary and

unfOUllded luxury for LA.fricans. Slav"c narrati\."cs, on the other hand, focus on the present
attempting to enhance the current generation's lives. Slave narratives tell a story specific
to the ens!awd person, even though they share some levels of familiarity \vith a vast
majority of slaves and slave owners. Each one entails common kno\vledge about life on
plantations along with portrayals of typically cruel treatment. but Douglass focuses

011

the

betterment of life through learning to become a man or integrity \\ho accepts himself (IS
IIIOl?

II

He also understands thaL in order to accomplish this tasK. he must help the

audience see what is wrong with the system and that Africans deserve to be treated
equally as the Declaration of Independence guarantees to all men.
Genres, according to Amy Devitt "have to power to help or burt human
interaction, to ease communication or to deceive, to enable someone to speak or to
discourage

S0I11e0l1e

from sa}'ing sonlething diflerenr~ (I). Devitt sets up genres as a

duality. a dichotomy that senes as an either/or proposition. \vith no middle 10 be attained.
thereby inscribing the logical fallacy that evokes a false dilemma. However, Douglass
notices that the middle is where success lies in the pcrsu3sive modc. Often situations are
presented as either-or choices. but once his audience is ahle to sec that compromise
begets success for both parties. he is able to make a hdter connection with them and to
gain more

S)111 path) - i f

nut empathy-and understand int;o Douglass uses this pricie in
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liberty not only to relate to common principles. but he also makes his point to the white,
male-dominated American audience before him. When he focuses on the pride of the
country, he remembers the founding fathers of the country. Douglass argues:
Pride and patriotism, not less than gratitude, prompt you to celebrate and to hold
it [Independence Day] in perpetual remembrance. I have said that the Declaration
ofIndependence is the RING-BOLT to the chain of your nation's destiny; so
indeed. I regard it. The principles contained in that instrument are saving
principles. Stand by those principles, be true to them

011

all occasions, in all

places, against all foes, and at \vhatner cost. (363-364)

By "peaking of celebration and the Declaration of Independence, Frederick Douglass
calls to attention the emotions attached to the day as \vell as feelings of freedom.
Aristotle's teachings develop a style encompassingpalhos, logos, and elhos. Patricia
Biz7ell and Bruce llerzberg summarize the definitions as follows, "the arguments that
one discovers or 'invents' should appeal to reason (logos), emotion about the subject
under discussion (pathos), and trust in the speaker's character (ethos)" (3 1). Invoking
both logos, "stand by those principles,"' and pathos, "be true to them on all occasions,"
Douglass articulates the history oflhe country \\ilhuul allLlckillg the principle:) or beliefs
of the audience. With the last line. he renects on a time of war in the country when the
citizens fought for individual rights. He also achocates for the rights of the slaw
community, and he \vants his audience to advocate for freedom as the founding fathers
did in·1776 ..
In order i~)r Douglass to win this battle, he must begin with the foundations of
rhetorical study. The Sophists ··sought to call atlention to the function of language in
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inducing helief, rather than encouraging audiences to give themselves up uncritically to
its power to move and persuade" (23). Since Biblical scriptures remain the dominant
support for slavery, Douglass uses his rhetoric to debilitate those justifications.
Therefore. Douglass becomes adamant about changing so-called Southern Christianity.
lie notes the differences in believing, preaching and actually practicing the religion.
DOLlgiass notices that, in order fen the slave io receive religion, he must do so not
passively hut claim it actively as his own because his master was not concerned with
savini:'. his

SOLI!

like the Bibie instructs.

In Dvvight Hopkins'

('w LOO.lf rOllr

Stwnmering Tonglle introduction, he

discusses the idea of the "'invisible institution" (Hopkins x). Hopkins claims that the
illstitution not only imolves ideas

th~lt

incorporall' the slme's religion. lifestyle and

o\er:.dl need to sunin.:, hut it abo o\erlaps into every aspect of the slaves' life. The
imlsiblc institution, 110pkins explains, existed as "'the illegal and concealed slave
gatherings where full singing, dancing, preaching. praying and shouting wcre offered as
testimonies to what the Lord had done for black people in bondagc" (Hopkins x). \Vhilc
Hopkins irresponsi bl y general izes the Afri can' s conception of God claiming their idea
"speaks to the omnipresence and non-derivative status of the divinity" (5), he makes ;::
valid observation. Slave o\\ners typically argued that Africans were, indeed, pagans and
had no religion. Hopkins observes that many of the Africans believed in a God who sees
all. knows all and understands one's trials and tribulations. He also asserts that '"African
II1dlgenous religions believe in a Cjod who cares; some call God 'the Compassionate
One:' others see 'the God of pity' who rescues victims in need .... God is the

l11il111

hope

oi'the poor in society" \5). Cunsidering the previous ilieas that Africans attached to God.

it is not surprising why they both accept and reject white Christianity. Taking into
account the African's understanding of Christiani ty, one must consider Douglass'
struggle with southern religion. Douglass recalls his need to free himself and other slaves
of the misguidance of their mental and spiritual oppressors. He recalls his and other
slaves' participation in the Sabbath as well as this "invisible institution." Douglass'

recollection proves both the need for secrecy and the slaves ~ ability to gain their o\vn
relationship with their Creator. Claiming that "Instead of spending the Sabbath in
wrestling, boxing and drinking whisky, we were trying to learn how to read the will of
God: for they had much rather see us engaged in those degrading sports. than to see us
behaving like intellectual, moral and accountable beings" (120). Douglass not only
criticizes the practice of Christianity, hut also he professes openly his disdain against
slave owners for attempting to convert the religion into a heinous ideology for their ov,n
selfish desires in order to keep slaves ignorant and in bondage.
Even though Douglass admits his belief in Christ, he condemns "the slaveholding,
the woman-whipping. the mind darkening, [and] the soul destroying religion that exists in
the southern states of America" (20). Douglass does not hesitate to articulate his disdain

for the hypocrisy of such

~~Chri~~tian~' idcology.~' I)()ug!~!ss"

ability to illustrate his

rhetorical pO\\er through his ahility tu capti\'ate his audience helps him become a speaker
in high demand among the abolitionists. I-lis \'ie\\s on southern Christianity, his
theatrical rhetoric and his ability to articulate his thoughts and emotions enhance his
necessIty for abolitionists to request his services. Not only does it become necessary for
biacks to change the idea of a \\hite God, but they must also iearn to teach themsei ves.
The idea of incorporating one's

0\\"11

~xperiences

into that of the new life bleeds into
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every aspect of the slave's life in bondage. He not only learns to survive through the
'"invisible institution," but also his whole life becomes a part of this institution. He learns
to assimilate necessary parts of the culture in order to become a legitimate member of
society-both in the eyes of blacks and in an attempt to prove his rights to "be" a part of
the dominant culture. Douglass continually questions Christianity and uses a political
forum to do so. Dougiass' style cannot be limited to one class of speech and a mixture of
styles tends to work best for Douglass. depending on his audience. Douglass understands
that one method will not work in all situations and that sometimes change is better than
the proscribed practices. Douglass analyzes his audience and relates to them by using
terminology that is hll11iliar to them from the Declaration of Independence as well as
biblical quotes. This new style derives from the teachings of Isocrates.
Another skill pertinent to Frederick Douglass' success relates to the way that he
teaches himself to read and VI/rite. as well as to how he masters the skills necessary to
become an excellent rhetorician. Through imitation exercises, from jhe Columbian
Ora/or, which he describes in his autobiography, Douglass reads and memorizes severed

rhetorical strategies. One story Dougiass reads about a discussion between a slave and
his master illlrigul:::i him. He comments in

th~

Nurmri\'(:: ojrhe Life ujFrederick

Douglass, An AmL'l'ican Slcrve on the dialogue bet\\een slave and

"the slave

\\ClS

said to say some very smart

,]S

ma~teL

recollecting,

well as impressi\e things in reply to his

master-things which had the desired though unexpected eflect'" (83). As Douglass
reads the dialogue, he becomes more interested in learning to read well hecause he now
has an example of an intelligent slave. The "desired though unexpected effect" that
Douglass speaks ofreveals the teachings u r rhetoric as a form of persuasion. The slave's

evident intelligence led to "the emancipation of the slave on the part of the master" (83).
Douglass, at the age of twelve, and after he learns of the slave's emancipation, recoils at
the thought of ,'being a slave for life" (83). These events, coupled with his master
Thomas Auld scolding his wife. as she was teaching Douglass the alphabet. that
"[l]carning \\oldd spoil the best nigger in the world ... ifyou teach that nigger. .. how to
read. there wouid be no keeping him" (78). adds to Douglass' determination to obtain
education after receiving this brief taste ofliteracy as pmver and freedom.
All fully realized talents. including rhetoric. are learned and trained skills. While
I do not believe anyone is born \vith the ability to persuade or speak eloquently without
proper training. some natural talent is necessary in order to use the learned talents
efficiently. \\'ith ample dcdication and training. all people have the ability to become
rhetoricians. IlowenT, like any skill if untrained, it is does not nourish. Rhetoricians are
artists with a talent. but, if they never train that talent, then the ability to persuade is not
as powerful as when the individual works to develop that talent. Douglass' ability to
speak. out about the heinous acts against his community in bondage and intlicted upon
himself helps him to acknmvleuge and to incorporate the need for social changes.
Rhewric is a form

or art that shapes the wudd and adapts as the people do.

Using his

many examples am! teachings. Douglass uses various classes of the rhetorical genre. but
each class helps him to elaborate, to communicate and to move his ilUdience tmvards the
changes that he desires: those that culminate in freedom. As Douglass evolves and
incorporates his many lire lessons into his story, his \vorld changes. RhetOrIC is not \vhat
or even hmv you say something but how effectively you communicate your point to
another person: that skill-melding talent work, development and expcriclh:e \vith
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compassionate commitment as Douglass docs-proves a powerful means of changing a
society founded on bondage and encouraging a people's journey from enslavement to
liberation.

'7

"- I

Frederick Douglass Breaks His Slave Chains and Becomes His Own Master

Most scholars discuss Frederick Douglass' rhetoric as one dimensional; however.
Douglass' study of the Columbian Orator fused the styles that be studied into his own

unique style. Duuglass has been Vie\VCd as an

~pideictic

orator due to his speeches beil1g

presented on special occasions and by the abolitionists requesting his presence. The same
misconception that leads audiences to view his speeches as ceremonial also leads his

iVoJ'rali1'i.' olthe Li/l) ({lid Times o/Frederick Douglass (1845) to be \inved as a
ceremonial text hecause he \vas asked to write it aiter finding Sllccess through his
abolitionist

spe~lking

cng:lgemcnts. While his Yar/'wil'{: does follO\\ the same pattern as

his speeches. it is worthy tll notl' that he taught himself to master several ufthe most
prominent orators' styles and that he adapted those styles to meet the African Americans'
needs during Antebellum America. An epideictic orator commends or criticizes an
audience tor specific deeds. Frederick Douglass did both commend and criticize his
audience: however. his language reaches far greater depths than the epideictic orator
definition allo\vs. lie also

inrorn1s~

calls for a

change~

and persuades. !3ecause Douglass

performs many skills simultaneously. it remains difficult to categorize this great orator.
Frederick Douglass' skills vaneclon many different levels: therefore. he should not be
contained in the singh: catt'gory of an epideictic orator.
Because Douglass' life incorporates much pain and suffering endured by other
slaves and by him. he frequently reminds his audience that his life is not nearly as harsh
(1,:,

other slaves' experiences. One might also consider what happens to the slaves to be a

tragedy in the sense that many slaves tell stories about the horrific events they all endure.
While his life, when compared to white privileged citizens. does 110t illustrate America's
promises-a life in the New World full of prosperous opportunities-his life gives him
an opportunity to grow as a man and to appreciate life. According to Aristotle's Poetics,
a tragedy has six parts necessary to be considered a tragedy, including: "plot, character,
dictiuIl. thought, spt::ctacle (mel song" (25): moreO\u. he explains that the most important
clement is the "arrangement of the incidents" (25). Whik Aristotle's definition pertains
to playwrights creating tragedies. this definition also applies to rhetoricians as they
l~m11Ldate

and present idcas to an audience. Taking into account that a life story is also a

perfurmance lends an understanding to Aristotle's discussion of rhetoricians. as he states:
A further argument is that if a man writes a series of speeches full of character
and excellent in point and diction and thought, he will not achie\( the proper
function of tragedy nearly so well as a tragedy which. while inferior in these
qual ities, has a plot or arrangement of incidents. (27)
A rhetorician must take into account the audience's ability to follow the story line and to
incorporate the e\ents within it in an orderly fashion in an effort to keep the attention of

the li.:Stcner or. in Douglass'

case~

the reader.

I)ougla~)~

speaks continually of events

familiar to his audience, and. \vhen he refers to familiar events, he calls attention to the
events that many of the slaves tell while illustrating Douglass' ability to captivate an
audience. This technique can either bring forth the passion of the audience or reveal
Douglass' insight as his story progresses. Continually illustrating tragedies proves
effective repeatedly for Douglass as he reveals not only the horrors, hut also the
inhumane treatment that the sIan; suffers. Tragedies generally force people to act and
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that is precisely what the political division of rhetoric determines. A call to action, on the
part of the speaker as well as the audience. requires logos (reason) for an action that leads
to freeing the enslaved and to ending human suffering: the abolition of slavery as a
defining American institution.
Frederick Douglass, known to many as a rhetorician, author, editor, proprietoL
ancl abolitiol11st, was first known as a slavc. i Ie was horn into sia\"Cry circa February
1818. As a slave it was illegal for anyone to teach him, or for him to learn. to read and
write. However, he mastered reading, \\Titing. and oratorical skills with very little
aSSIstance and no formal training. Unsurprisingly, Frederick Douglass became a great
orator by assimilating all the styles

or classical Greek and other rhetoricians into his OVvl1

pers()nal style.
By using rhetoricians like Aristotle, Isocrates, Cicero, and Quintillian in mder to
understand Douglass' rhetoric it becomes clear that he is more than a ceremonial
rhetOrIcian. "Jot only do I argue that Douglass' rhetoric is an assimilation ormany other
rhetoricians. but I also wish to give readers more understanding towards the varying
styles of rhetoric throughout history in order to untangle the misconception of Douglass
as merely an cpideiclic orator than those who have so framed him ha\e aCKnowledged.
While broadening the understanding (lfhis rhetoric in its literary and rhetorical dimension
to that which moves beyond ceremonial inscription to oratorical performance, Douglass
illustrates his ability to captivate his audience using various rhetorical skills to widen the
scope in which scholars vic\\ him and his rhetoric. l'rederick Douglass, while
demnnstrating the ability to focus on a variety of rhetoricians, heavily displays Aristotle's
lllJ1uencc. Aristotle's Rhetoric expiains the three categories of rhetoric as forensic,
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ceremonial. and political. The definitions for each type of speech make it difficult to
categorize Douglass. "IF1orensic speaking either attacks or defends somebody [ ... J
ceremonial oratory of display either praises or censures somebody

l... andl

the pol itical

orator is concerned with the future; it is about things to be done hereafter that he advises
for, or against" (185). Looking closely at each definition and illustrating how Douglass

enlplo:ys all three

siinu1tJneOusly~

I \\,111 discuss the ilnportance ofthc rhetoric v;ithin his

Narrotive and how he inspires a country to move towards change.
Andrea Deacon, in "Navigating 'The Storm, the Whirlwind, and the Earthquake':
Re-Assessing Frederick Douglass, the Orator,-' reports: "one possible reason for this lack
o/" serious attention may stem from Douglass' rhetoric being perceived merely as
epideictic or ceremonial in nature" (65) Deacon looks closely at Aristotle's definition of
an cpideictic orator and compares it with Douglass' ]852 address. ;'What to the Slave is
the Fourth of July." Though I vinv the Nurmth'e and she investigates the speech,
Deacon makes a note\\orthy observation as she rejects the original categorization and
asserts a ditferent classification, stating. "Douglass' public address more accurately
reflects a dramatic form of political or deliberative rhetoric that deserves to be taken
Seriously~

especially in

it~ rornl~ltion

of a collective identity for /\frican

iA~n1('ricans

\vithin

antebellum /\l11ericd and in its potential for current interdisciplinary scholarship and
pedagogical application" (66). Deacon's analysis pertaining to Douglass' speech is also
helpful in understanding his Narrative. Douglass understands the necessity for
performance in his oration and mimics that throughout the .Varrative.
Before Douglass embarks on connecting vvith his audience. he employs the
rhetorical skill of kairos. That skill

or captivating the audience adds to the impact of
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Douglass' rhetoric because he invokes several skills simultaneously. In conjunction with
Aristotle, Douglass also implements the ideas of lsocrates. a rhetorician and educator.
lsocrates advocates for education in rhetoric assenting to the previous ideas of the
Sophists. He asserts, "[ ... ] education could improve the natural talents of all comers 
and that it should be useful to the state" (25). Natural talent alone does not make a
successful orator, but learning the skiiis of argumemaiion and persuasion helps develop
the skill so it can be "useful to the state." {socrates, in the "Antidosis:' advises "it is well
that in all activities, and most of all speaking. credit is won. not by gi fts of fortune, but by
efforts of study" (79). The importance of learning the values of one's prospective
audience helps the orator persuade his audience:'. This skill prows far more beneficial
(han having oratorical skill alolh'.
Douglass demonstrates his c!iversl' rhetorical skill throughout his NormlivC'. He
relays his many disappointments with the state of the country, exercises his ability to
relay pel1inent information, and makes connections while using variolls rhetorical skills
to achieve his goal. Studying the state of American society and its history becomes a key
aspect of Frederick Douglass' Normlin'. In order to truly know the audience, he mllst
study its values and relale to it in a way that continues to grasp and to hold the audience's
attention.
When the founding fathers demanded freedom from Great Britain. they used
rhetoric to do so. explaining that:
In e\ery stage of these Oppressions we have Petitioned for Redress in lhe most
humble terms: Our repeated petitiuns ha\ e been answered only by repeated injury.

A Prince whose character is thus marked by every act which may define a Tyrant,
is unfit to be the ruler of free people. (Declaration ofindependence)
In the same fashion that American pcople described their tyrant and complained for not
receiving just treatment, Douglass does the same when recalling an incident \vith a sian:
who, upon being asked if his master treats him well, responded negatively. Douglass
ciaims that:
He was immediately chained and handcuffed; and thus without a moment's
warning, he was snatched (\\\·a}'. and

fore\\.~r

sundered, from his family and

friends, by a hand more unrelenting than death. This is the penalty of telling the
truth. of telling the simple truth. in answer to a series of plain questions. (62)
Douglass later reminds his Lludiencl' (If the saying adopted by slaves that "a still tongue
makl's a \vise head" (62). Slaw!"y did

10

the African what Britain attempted

III

do

10

the

American. The) receive harsh treatment and are nol allowed to voice the truth without
receiving harsh penalties, yet the sl;:ne O\\l1ers commit crimes more harsh and seem
ignorant to the injuries that the slaves incur.
In this manner, the oppressed becomes the oppressor, and Douglass wants to
ll1ake the connection a 1110[C vi\'id one so that a logical solution can be reached and so

that this dialectic of ;'master and slave," in the analogy of "taxation without
representation," \vill never happen in the country again. Douglass says the man was
"chained and handcuffed ... by a hand more unrelenting than death" (62). As he explains
this story, he calls attention to the

t~lCt

that the man is being punished for telling the truth"

a moral quality that most pL'opk respect. but sll1ce he offended his master. he is forced to
leave [mlily, a severe enough

p~lI1ishmenL

but Douglass refers to i1 as something worse

than death. Douglass illuminates how telling the truth and how the slaves voicing their
desire for freedom and better treatment frees some men-those white men \\ho fought for

their freedom from Britain-while others incur punishment for requesting that same
freedom and respect. Douglass, not ignorant of his audience's motives and history,
delivered "The Meaning of July Fourth for the Negro: Speech at Rochester, New York,
Juiy 5. 1852."' one of his rnore memorable speeches illustrating his rhetorical ease as he
critiques, condemns and praises his audience. He relays his many disappointments with
the state ufthe country. exercises his ability to relay pertinent information, and makes
connections \\ith his audience while using various types of rhetorical skill to achieve his
goal. Studying the state of the American society and its history becomes a key aspect of
Frederick Dougiass' speech. As he puts it "[t]he task before me is one which requires
much previous thought and study for its proper performance" (359). In order to truly
knO\\ the audience. one must study their values. and relate to them in a way that
continues to grasp and hold the audience's attention.
Seventy-six years before Frederick Douglass delivered this speech, the country
celebrated its ll1dependence fi'om Great Britain. and the pride from that day resonated

\\/ith his audience. L)ouglass used this pride to not unly

rclatc~

but he also niakes his point

to the \vhite. male dominated. American audience he fore him. \Vhen he focllses on the
pride of the country, he rememhers the founding fathers of the country'. Douglass argues:
Pride and patriotism, not less than gratitude, prompt you to celebrate and to hold

it [Independence DaYl in perpetual rememhrance. I have said that the Declaration
ofIndependence is the RING-BOLT to the chain of your nation's destiny: so
indeed, I regard it. The principles contained in that instrument arc saving

3.+

principles. Stand by those principles, be true to them on all occasions, in all
places, against all foes, and at whatever cost. (363-364)
By speaking of celebration and the Declaration of Independence, Frederick Douglass
calls to attention the emotions attached to the day as well as feelings of freedom. As he
attempts to remind his audience of their own acts of tyranny, he also reminds them of
\\"hy they arc no longer under Britain's rule. Douglass relies heavily on 11is previous
rhetorical Sllccess, and it should not be ignored. His previous speaking engagements do
no become void becausc he chooscs to write his Narrative; those engagements allmv him
the opportunity

to

nurture thc ideas that he discLlsses within the Narra{iI'e.

Consequently, Douglass' style incorporates Aristotle's seminal teachings by
de\cloping a style encompassing pu/flos, logos, and ethos. Pathos relates to an emotional
connection with the audience. logos appeals to the audience's ability to follow logically
the argument or to use its own logic to support the argument, and ethos appcals to both
the character of the speaker as well as to that presumed of the audience.
Douglass rhetoric incorporates not only the words and styles of previous
rhetoricians, but also the feelings of pride and hardship facing the founding fathers.

l)oLlglass assin1ilatcs this patriotic tone in order to obtain

S0I11e

understanding on behal r

ofille African Americans ill hondage. This sense of remembrance allO\\s him to make
recommendations for the future of the African American slave--soon to be .considered
citizen--as well as that of the country. Douglass encompasses several ideas in this small
space, including the "harsh and unjust"' behavior towards the African American and ho\\
this treatment leads to a desire for freedom from that same government which, ironically,
he has just professed a common affirmation for self-determination with his audience.
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Douglass's statements serve a continual a dual purpose as he helps his audience
remember the past "greatness" of the nation: he also reminds them of the necessity to act
instead of remaining complacent if that "'greatness" of "one" nation is to be fulfilled.
The Declaration of Independence. a private document \vith public acclaim, nmv a
governmental document. inspires Douglass on several occasions. However, Douglass
understood the nature of the documel1l and mereiy imitating the document \\ auld nut
suffice. He depended

011

the passion that the document evoked in the nation

10

inspire his

O\\1n passion and to transmit it to his audience. Even though Douglass has to discuss the
founding fathers grelt accomplishments and victories. he also acknowledges the current
state of bleakness him and his brethren face

Douglass understands the delicate nature in

which he must discuss these e\ents because his \\ords \\ill impact the future of millions
His eloquence and his combination of rhetorical teachings allow him the opportunity to
inspire hope for the future \\ithout losing respect for the past -or. at least. for the
principles of that past.
While there has been some criticism attempting to decide where Douglass' style
of rhetoric ilts, none comes close to explaining his variations in style and the enormous
rhetorical skill lhal hL' pussessed. DOllglass n,)t only embodies all three characteristics of
Aristotle's foundational attrihutes of argument. but. in his rhetorical style. he merges
them with the teachings

or other classical rhetoricians.

synthesis nOl only appeals

to

True to Aristotelian rhetoric, this

the purhos of the audience. but it also appeals to the logos.

Douglass knm'vs the best way to appeal to his audience is to find some familiarity
between his audience and him. As Douglass attacks the open discussions surrounding the
underground Railroad. he also manages tu prai::>t; the efforts of the escaped sl(l'ves.
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According to Aristotle' s definition, forensic oratory must be an "either/or" approach.
Using Aristotle's approach, Douglass explains:
I have never approved of the very public manner in which some of our western
friends have conducted what they call the underground railroad, but which, I
think, by their open declarations, has been made most emphatically the

upperground railroad ... l honor those D1cn and \vornen for their noble daring, and
applaud them or willingly subjecting themselves to bloody persecution, by openly
mowing their pal1icipation in the escape of slaves ... They do nothing towards
enlightening the slave, whi ist they do much towards enlightening the master. .. Let
us render the tyrant no aid: iet us not hold the light by which he can trace the
footprints of our flying brother. (138)
Douglass accomplishes multiple goals when he torces his audience to reconsider
its actions, knowing some if not most of them are abolitionists and participants in freeing
slaves. While he does not hesitate to acknowledge his appreciation for helping slaves
escape bondage, he does vvant to call to mind that the more the secret society discusses its
efforts, the more it puts future runaway slaves at risk. Also by renaming it the
··uppcrgrol1nd'; railroad~ he brings to light the very nature that it is not as sL~cretivt' as his

clUdiellce thinks. or as it needs to be. What actually occurs allows the slave masters-the
tyrants~more

access to capturing runaway slaves. thereby making his audience of

abolitionists complicit with masters committing more horrible crimes tmvards the slave
and possibly allowing all future and current runavvay slaves a punishment that only death
can end

Even though Douglass shows respect and admiration for the country, he also
shows his disdain in the way that the promises brought forth by the founding fathers have
gone astray. As Douglass focuses on convincing his audience to hcm him and make
changes, he must also accept the fact that many of the men listening to him admire the
founding fathers for their ability to construct the very system that he speaks against.
However, like the audience that he addresses, many of the founding fathers owned slaves
while others disagreed with the system. Therefore. he is able to make connections with
his audience regardless of its personal stance relating to the founding fathers This duality
enh~lI1ces

the mUltiple aspects of his rhetoric, and it allo\\s him to praise the founding

fathers \vhilc condemning the audience. Douglass does not take an either/or approach;
instead he takes a both/and approach. Hc c\·aluates both sides equally \\"ith the same
amount of preparation and e\·idence.
Knowledgeable of the historical events that bring him to this momenL Douglass is
aware that even \\ith this pride comes a sense of disgrace. Though the founding fathers
were able to gain victory from Great Britain, they became the oppressors themselves.
Thomas Jctlerson's Notes

Oil

the State olVirginiu. illustrates this strange sense of

/\.fricans as less than human while describing whites as beings full of purity. Jefferson
describes Airicans as "that immovable veil which covers all the emotions of the other
ract'" (50). However, when discllssing describing whites, he claims thy have an "elegant
symmetry of form" (50) ~oticing that the great men capable ohvriting the Declaration
of Independence arc the same men capable of announcing that Africans \vear an
"irnl11O\able \cd·' which hilks their true selves from the \\orl(1, Douglass must lind a wa;.
to respect the positive efTects of these mean while acknuvvledging that the country the_,
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envisioned was also not a utopia. These strategic moves help him persuade and invoke
the logos and pathos of his audience. As the audience is made aware of the culture's
history, when the facts are clearly stated, it becomes difficult 10 argue with the respect
and admiration of men \\hom they consider time honored. This ability to show respect
adds to the Douglass' ethos as an orator. This esteem he demonstrates towards his

audience and i\nlcrica not only leLlyes the audience \vith thoughts to

ponder~

but it also

helps them to remember the great tradition of principles on which the country was built.
The scholar Wolgang Mieder discusses Frederick Douglass as a testimonial
orator, but thlS assessment also narn)\\s unnecessarily the \vay in \\hich we vievv
DOll!,'.lass' rhetorical skill. In his article ,,' Do Unto Others as You Would Ilave Them Do
Untp \'uu': Frederick Douglass's Proverbial Struggle for Civil Rights'" Meider notes "he
[Douglass) assumed their [enslmcd African-AmericansJ narrative identity, and \\hen he
spoke or wrote, his words \\ere based on the authority of the Bible and the democratic
ideals of the l nited States" (331). 13y using proverbs, both biblical and folk in origin,
Frederick Douglass connects to his audience on a level of humanity and common sense.
Meider ackno\vledges one of the many skills of Douglass in an eloquent manner;
ho\\-c'\'cra Douglass does n1urc than 111crely testify to the audience. I)OUgli:1SS- use of the

Bible dispb)s more than an understanding of his audience: it also illustrates his
understanding of classical rhetoricians. Douglass invokes the use of Aristotelian maxims,

"[ ... j a statement: not abollt a particular L1Ct,
any and

e\cr~

l... ] but of a general

kind: nor is it about

subject" (222). ;\rislCltic explalt1s "some proverbs are also maxims" (224).

Doug!{\s' historical knowledge invokes his audience's pathos through his strategically
explicateclnarration of his life and its implied significance for America':-; history. This
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connection coincides with his research and preparation for his speeches. Douglass is \VeIl
acquainted vyith the ideals

0

r Americans during the

19 th century and must make

connections with them in order to persuade them; he must also convince them that what
is important to him is also important to them. Even though Douglass uses many proverbs
to connect to his audience, he does so in an attempt to invoke its ethos: to create
identification, and

to

inspire it with a fiery desire for change, not so that it could respond

with the proverbial "Amen." Unarguably, Douglass understands the Christian beliefs of
his audience, thus he uses a familiar language to persuade it to listen to his story. By
lIsing proverbs. he is able to connect with it on many different levels of understanding.
Once an audience becomes receptin: to the speaker's words. it is easier to convince it to
listen. thus for it to make the recommended changes in the presence of a e0I111110n moral
discourse. This strategy not only invokes pathos. but also ethos.
As Douglass closes his NarroLivc. he feels the need to correct some
misunderstanding that may have arisen from his seeming attacks Christianity. As
Douglass eloquently puts it:
What I h,ne said respecting and against religion. I mean strictly to apply to the
slaveholding religion ufthis lund. ,tIll] vvith

ill!

possible reference to Christianity

proper: for. bet\""een the Christianity of this land, and the Christianity of Christ. I
recognize the widest possible diJTerence-so \Viele. that to receive the one as
gooel, pure. and holy.

IS

of necessity

10

reject the other as bad, corrupt, and

wickc:d ... I love the pure, peaceable. and impartial Christianity of Christ: I
therefore hate the corrupt s!a\eholding, women-Whipping, cradle-plundering.
partial and hypocritical Christianity of this land. (153)
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As Douglass makes an apology for his harsh criticism of religion, he does not digress.
What seems to be an apology is a fUl1her condemnation of the ways in which the people
of this land profess one theology and practice an ideology completely different than what
is instructed through Christ. He continually juxtaposes the concepts of good and evil, of
purity and conuption, so his audience can decide if it is practicing Christianity or a
religion that it has taken pieces of to create \\-hat it believes to be

correct~

taking only

what it can use for its own advantage and disregarding the parts which condemns it for its
S1l1s.
Douglass as a rhetorician transcends the many forms of rhetoric. ami he refuses to
be held to the conventions ofepideictic rhetoric. His self-taught skill and knuwledge
makes it ditTicult to categorize him as an epideictic orator: he is a true rhetorician. While
assimilating all the styles of the classical rhetoricians, Douglass transcends one form to
join the many. I am not saying that his style should not be categorized: however, give it
the justice and education necessary to study the nature in v\hich Douglass excels.
Douglass learns to praise and to condemn effectively, but, more importantly, he lets hIS
rhetoric become a starting point for showing his audience that it cannot ignore what is
indt:cd happening to the /\frican race. Frederick Douglass learns the technique of

persuasion and imitation, infuses his speeches with pathos. /ogos, and ethos

~1S

\vell as

encompasses the three motives for speaking that are described by Aristotle: moreover, he
is able to move a nation to change its ways and to better his life-and the li'icS of the
millions of enslaved Africans.
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The Revival of Frederick Douglass-His Rhetoric and His Education
Opens the Door to His Rebirth

"See, I have this clay set thee over the nations and over the kingdoms,

to

root out.

and to pull clown, and to destroy, and to throw dov..n, to build, and to plant" (King James

Bible, Jeremiah 1.10). Fn:derick Douglass, familiar v"ith Biblical scriptures and the bock
of Jeremiah. notices tvvo distinct characteristics about the prophet: God calls him to do
his \vork. and Goers requirement for Jeremiah to deconstruct in order to rebuild. These
t\yO

precepts also dictate the jeremiadic rhetorical genre evident throughout Douglass'

! 845 I\arr{{/il'£'. Whik many deJinitions and perspectives exist about the African
.\mcrican jeremiadic. the one consistency is that it is a rhetorical style that stems from
Antebellum American culture. The existence of slavery. the need for blacks

to

tind a

plact' to belong and the slaves' ability to relate to the Biblical Jews presents an
opportunity for the jeremiad as a successful means ofrhetoric. Ho\vever' by focllsing on
the African, Douglass creates a cultural connection and an opportunity that may have
otherwise been unnoticed.
In order for rhetoric to lTICet the criteria as an /\frican i\merican jerenliad speech

genre, it needs to meet three categories, according to \\'illiam 1. I larrdl: "citing the
promise. criticism of present declension or retrogression from the promise, resolving
prophecy that society will shortly complete its mission and redeem the promise" (Ilarrell

154). In conjunction with Harrell's definition David 110\vard-Pitney adds thaL while it
does limit tbe jeremiadic to pre-civil war. it also lends an understanding to the power
behind the slave stories pupular Juring the abolitionist movement. Douglass' Yarra/in!
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fits both Harrell's and Howard-Pitney's definitions, but also it moves further. embracing
Wilson Jeremiah Moses' definition that the "Black Jeremiad is the constant warning
issued by blacks to whites, concerning the judgment that \vas to come for the sin of
slavery" (qtd. in Hanell 150). Considering both definitions, Harrell defines explicitly the
"African American jeremiadic, then as a deliberate fusion of rhetoric~the use of
ianguage~and

social protest that represents a transformation from a religious to a

sociopolitical critique of public advocacy while inspiring moral uplift and elevation in its
Black audience" (151). Taking I Jarrell's definition into consideration, attempting to
understand Douglass' motinltion and 1115 use or specifically chosen \\orc.1s throughout his

Norm/ire can help today's audience understand how strategies that informed his

O\\!l

liberation also inl1uenced the strategies that he used when describing for his listeners the
po\\er of self-liberation.
In order to umkrstand the African American jeremiadic, a brief discussion,
however, is necessary about the American jeremiadic from \\hich it stems. Sac\an
Bercovitch notices that the American jeremiadic ''';vas considerably affected by a variety
of social and intellectual changes" (Harrell 152) The American jeremi~ldic focuses on
the religious, sociaL and political changes thaL occur in eariy American history. IL
primanly

beg~.lll

with the Puritan ministers speaking about their experiences in the new

world and cvolves into rhetorical outcry- -a fusion of rcligious and political speech
(Vander Lei andl\liller 98)
Frederick Douglass' Norm/ire of/he L!fe of Frederick Douglass

S!m'e, Written hr Himselfencompasses

~dl

OJ?

Americun

these \ (l)-ious definitions: hC)\\eVeL \vhat is

missing is how he not only reminds his audience of America's forgotten promises, but he
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also looks closely at those promises to help citizens visualize America's true promise to
its citizens. Instead of calling for a complete change, he reminds his audience by
recalling the origin of the nation, and he helps the audience to see the danger of ignoring
those promises. In this respect Douglass' need for the audience to make social and
intellectual change remains at the forefront of his mission.

Douglass'

j\.T(lrr(lli1'C 111USt

be analyzed from different perspectives as he analyzed

his own life. Douglass' ability to move an audience lies in his understanding of
American culture as well as his understanding that various cultures exist simultaneously
within the country. This hinary awareness is expressed in his speech and his life as he
begins to understand \\hat Du Bois later calls "double consciousness" which helps
Douglass e\'oln' as a man. Sc\eral events occur in his life \\hich leads to his evolution,
but before he fully overcomes obstacles within his own identity. he must first
acknowledge thal \\hat

IS

occurrIng in the country is hindering his ability to completely

become a man. His battle \\ith Covey, moving from one plantation to another, the loss of
his mother, then his grandmother being left to die alonc are several examples of struggles
that he must overcome and ways in \\hich he notices that something is severely wrong

'vvith the /\n1eric311 society.
One of the things Douglass notes is the fear of punishment for sin-a requirement
needed for jeremiaclic rhetoric. Douglass notices early in life how slavery affects not
only the slave, but also the slave owner. He describes this process in metaphorical terms
relating to disease. I lis implicit language is more accessible to his Bible-reading
audience. who are hUlliliar with the plethora of disease-filled stories 'vvhich God sends as
punishment. E\ery prophet brings forth \\arnings, and God repeatedly sends plagues,

-t4
disease, and infestations to guide people back to the path of righteousness. Navalis
states:
Illnesses are certainly a most-interesting object of humanity. since they are so
innumerable. and each person has to fight with them so much. We still know very
imperfectly the art of using them. They are likely the most interesting stimulus
and material of our comempiaiion and of OLlr action. (828)
Diseases tend to be unfamiliar upon their introductions, but the more people learn about
the disease, the better equipped they are to prevent the spread of infection. Disease
prevention requires action as well as knowledge. Kncnvledge is one of the foremost
preventati"ve tools. Thinking of slavery as a disease infesting the nation and destroying
the nation's ability to properly functi()n alsolcnds an understanding to thc \vay in \\hich
Douglass describes life e\cnts. Novalis' explanation concerning di:;ease as a mystery \\c
have not yct learned to usc advantagcously docs not entirely agree vvith Douglass' use of
disease. \Vhereas Douglass uses the conceit of disease to imply danger as a \varning sign
and to try to force his audience to react as \vell as to act, he does not have the power to
infect American citizens with an actual disease but nonetheless is able to illustrate the
harm one incurs frorn uwning another human being.
In conjunction with Novalis' explanation about the use of disease. Martin Pernick
discusses the etymology of disease. stating that "in ancient and medieval medicine. a
contagious disease spreads from person to person by touch" (859). Pernick also declares,
"contagion also increasingly denoted diseases that grcw in numbers or severity with each
transmIssion" (859). The more slavery gre\v across the nation, the more people mfected
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with this desire treat other human beings cruelly and with little respect for basic human
rights-those given by the Creator and the Declaration of Independence.
The first instance where Douglass notices slavery's analogy with disease comes
upon his arrival at the Auld residence. Upon his arrival and prior to her introduction to
slave holding, he describes Mrs. Auld as such:
She had never had a slave under her control previously to myself and prior to her
marriage she had been dependent upon her own industry for a living. She was by
trade a weaver; and by constant application to her business, she had been in a
good degree preser1'i;J from the hlighling and dehwilunizillg effects of sla\cry.
\Vas utterly astonished at her goodness. (Douglass 77 my emphasis)
Prior

to

slave holding, this good \\oman treated people \\ith a sense or respect and

kll1dness. Her lack of owning a slave and her ability to stay away from the slave industry
protects her from the dangers incurred through the strange system of owning another
human. Douglass notes the difference in her demeanor, after Mrs. Auld

O\\'l1S

a shl\e.

Ilc recalls:
This kind heart has but a short time to remain such. The fatal poison of
irresponsible pmver was already in her hands. and

SOOI1

commenced its infernal

work. That cheerful eye. under the influence of slavery. soon became red with
rage: that voice, made all of sweet accord. changed to one of harsh and horrid
discord; and that angelic face gave place to that of a demon. (Douglass 77)
Dougbss nOlonly notices the change in her acts towards him. but abu he makes it clear,
as he paints a picture for his audience in an attempt to illustrate the transformation
conseq Llent of enslavement, that he is nO! the only one being punished and suffering. The
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belief that slavery was cruel cannot be disputed; however, not many observers in
Douglass' own era comment on the effects that it has on the slave owner as well.
Douglass first calls attention to the "irresponsible power" giycn to her and the "infernal"
affects of this power.
Discllssing slavery's affects on Mrs. Auld in this manner makes one think that one
either needs training to be a slave owner, or one has to be naturally cruel so that the
harshness does not cause turmoil to good-natured people. He also describes how the
infestation destroys her not only mentally, but also physically, for she loses the beauty
that once made him amazed by her goodness. Douglass' claim that her eyes went from
··cheerful" to ·'red \\ith rage" and her
and horrid" illustrated

slan~ry"s

"s\\(~et"

filled voice changed into something "harsh

negatin: intluence O\'er her. Douglass could simply sav

that she changed from good to evil or from sweet

to

acerbic: instead, he sets up a

binary- a sense of cause and effect-to make the audience associate slavery and its
harmful affects on the slave owner. Carefully choosing his words to illustrate that sian:
owning begets a sense of death. Douglass is making his rhetoric more effective than
vague platitudes because the country cares more about the owners than the slaves.

Douglass

undcrsl~lnds

that he

111ust

!11ake Self-interest of the slaveholders evident to his

audience, so he focuses tlrst on purity and changes the concept into one of diminishing
returns that begin to deteriorate and to lose their beauty and, indeed, to threaten the very
spiritual basis for that conception: he deconstructs purity in the simultaneous act of
owning another human being. Douglass also illustrates that race is an isslle and one of
the deciding ii:lctors for his audience. As he describes the ways in which this disease

lkfcats Mrs. AuleL he realizes that thcctlects on his Judience '.\ould not be the same helc!
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she been an African woman. By using words that describe the corrosive eflects in
metaphors of disease, Douglass is able to call on the audience's fears and to show that, if
change docs not occur by way of freeing the enslaved Africans, the same malady could
occur in any of the "angelic" women \vhom they profess to hold dear.
Since its introduction, the Bible has served as a powerfully didactic text. The
Bible teaches various lessons and discusses the joy that one receives or the ramifications
that incur when people disregard God's instructions. By understanding how the Bible
teaches lessons. Douglass is able to illustrate the association between disease and sin.
Consider the story of Moses when attempting to free the Israelites from slavery. Ciod
sent plagues and death consumed the Egyptians for consistently disobeying His
instructions. and these examples served to illustrate the importance of being kind to your
fellow man as well as the need to exterminate slmery. The Bible says. "For the wages of
sin is death;" (King James Bible Romans 6.23). Through Douglass' illustration \vith Mrs.
Auld's story, he uses his and his audience's knowledge of biblical stories to demonstrate
that sin and disease are synonymous.
After noting the dangers of s/,l\eholding, Douglass focuses on the promises
broken as he cails attention to the promises (lud makes to man and the promises the
founding fathers guarantee to all citi7ens. Since slaveholders cite the Bible in defense of
slavery. the first example presents Douglass with a difficult task. So Douglass points out
the Illany \vays in which the Bible rejects slmery and the idea of holding anyone as
chattel. He battles misconceptions and misinlCrpretations of the Bible as he Jeconstructs
the ideals of the slaveholder in an attempt to help the audience realize that it must change
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and rebuild anew. Douglass describes religion as fearsome, as one that destroys hope
instead of bringing people closer to each other or their creator. He asserts:
Most unhesitatingly, that the religion of the south is a mere covering for the most
horrid crimes-a justifier of the most appalling barbarity-a sanctifier of the most
hateful frauds-and a dark shelter under which the darkest, foulest grossest, and
most infernal deeds of slaveholders find the strongest protection. (117)
Douglass does not say "Christianity," he says, "the religion of the south," specifying it as
a corrupt theology very different frol11 the Christianity that he knows and supports.
Calling this religion "Christianity" would be to ignore Matthew 7:12: "Therefore all
things whatsoever ye would that men should do to

VOLI,

do ye even so to them: for this is

the Ll\\ and the prophets." DOllglass' study of the Bible kads him to understand that the
religion that sla\'ery-supporting southerners profess does not resemble that of Christianity
due to slaveholders being able to commit \ariolls hurribk' crimes against the slaves.
Suggesting that Americans are defiling their o\\n pure Ltith and that they arc turning it
into a crime against man and God helps to see that they are not protected; but these
victimizers are, indeed, destined to receive divine punishment if they continue on the

uestructive slave-holding path that they hayc created. In this

111anner,

Douglass both calls

attention to the crimes and makes a plea for change. llis self-proclaimed Christian
audience is not only

f~lmiliar

with Biblical scriptures. but also is fully in tune with the

nation's history. Notice. in Douglass' description. that his diction is dark and bleak, for
he witnesses "appalling barbarity. hateful frauds, dark shelter. the darkest. foulest
grossest [and] infernal deeds."

Sl)

he paints a picturl' that. while hleak, is accusatory as

well, focusing un the fact that slJve o\\n~rs ar~ frauds. simply because they have yet to
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practice yvhat they consistently advocate throughout history. They are also barbaric
\vhich illustrates their lack of intelligence, an attribute of humanity that they claim the
African has yet to achieve-if even acknov-iledging the capacity to do so-and ironic in
that Douglass' own rhetorical pO\ver gives lie to the proposition itself.
Once Douglass points out the sins of his audience, he can then move to the next
stage ofthejeremiadic \vhich requires:
a detailed criticism of America's failure to fulfill this promise ... Often the orator
appeals to the audience·s emotions through graphic descriptions of American
racism and matches that emotional appeal with a logical contrast of the promise
and the reality of contemporary social injustice. (Ho\vard-Pitney 288)
The ability to remind the audience llf bl"llken promises requires historical knowledge. and
Douglass accomplishes this task by looking at the Declaration of Independence. This
document for Americans embodies all that they are entitled to as members of the society.
Douglass comprehends the abillty to atJect change, realizing that not only does speaking
out allect change. but so docs well thought out speeches, carefully choosing words and
the ability to inspiring an audience to consider making change. The intellectual integrity

of the speaker and the audience beeoille's a I11ajor aspect of \vhat br111gs about the chrrnge,
As Douglass begins to formulate his arguments against the white ruling class. he

mll~t

consider the prumises broken. Even though the slave masters focus on the Declaration of
Independence ror their own prosperous purposes, Douglass uses that knowledge to
advance his goal of freeing himself and his brethren. The Declaration of Independence
illustrates the many \vays that America fails the African, and it is therefore necessary to
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remind the audience of the early promise to the citizens as they declare their freedom
from Britain's rule. The Declaration ofIndependence states:
We hold these truths to be self evident. that all men are createo equal, that they
arc endowed by their Creator with certain inalienable Rights, that among these are
Life, Libel1y and the pursuit of Happiness.-That to secure these rights,
Governments are instituted among Men, deriving their just powers from the
consent of the governed,--that \\hene\er any Form of Government becomes
destructive of these ends. it is the Right of the People to alter or abolish it. and to
institute a nnv C;O\ernment. laying its foundation
organizing it po\wrs in such

011

such principles and

tcmn. as to them shall seem most likely to effect their

Safety and I Iappiness. (cUjJifulizorionjrom original document)
Douglass, fully ct\\are of .\mcrica· s history and determination to gain (rcedom from their
previous tyrants, focuses much of his argument on the previous section. His focus is
rights given by the Creator. man's right to "life. liberty, and the pursuit of happiness,"
and the fact that, if the government does not keep its promise to the members of the
country, those people neglected by the law haw a right to begin a new government. one
that \vili live up to the promises and protect its citizens. Not oniy that. but the
Declaration also implies that. since the previous colonial gO\ernment failed the people. it
is their right to sever that connection and build one that will benefit all inhabitants orthe
country. Similar to the ways in which the rhetorical jeremiadic deconstructs and huilds
anew, the Declaration of Indepencknce inspires countrymen to deciare what is rightfully
o\\ed to men of this natioll. ,md so do the pre-war speeches and slave nanatives inspire
and reinforce Americans' beiief in their naturally given rights.
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Though Douglass is aware of his audiences' diversity since both abolitionist and
pro-slavery members attend speaking engagements, he does not alle)\v that diversity to
distract him from lending his voice to the cause to end slavery. He does more than speak
to white audiences: he speaks on behal f of those slaves not yet free who arc unable to
speak for themseh'es. According to Bakhtin's The Prohlem o(Speech Genre, "Quite
understandably, the nature and forms ... arejust as diverse as are the areas of human
activity. Language is realized in the form of individual concrete utterances (oral and
written) by participants in the various areas of human activity" (Bakhtin 1227). The way
in which Douglass speaks acknowledges both audiences simultaneously because he
understands the power of language. Douglass' language-as language signals race, class
and status-as a fugitive working within the abolitionist movement, continues to affect
his efforts to free those who he leaves behind to sutTer temporarily until the fulJillment of
the lost promise.
Finally Douglass must "resolve the prophecy' that society will shortly complete its
mission and redeem the promise" (qto. in Harrell 154). As Douglass makes a call to
consciousness for his audience, unbeknownst to him, the call takes place in him as well.
f Ie describes his (1\\"akcni ng~ breaking

phy~;ical

and 111ental shackles al1d tht: !11eanS to gain

true fn:edom-litcracy. Douglass notices lww sbn:ry impacts him physically and
mentally, but. like most diseases, once he learns more, he desires more from life.
Thomas Auld tells his \·vife Mrs. Auld, "if you give a nigger an inch, he will take an ell"
(78). He later explains that "learning will spoil the best nIgger in the world," and

Douglass renects 1hat "from thm moment I understood the pathway from slavery to
freedom" (78). Douglass' desire to learn, inoeed, "spoib" him for slavery, but not
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because he reads but because he learns to become a thinking man through doing so.
Slavery does not just exist physically. for it is a means of mental control; and, once the
slave gives over his ability to think, he truly loses his ability to ever be a free man.
Douglass comes to the realization that like for many diseases, there exists a pharmako17.
both the cure and the cause of suffering. Douglass reflects on his ability to read and
recails:
The readings [from the Columhian Orator] .. .enabled me to utter my thoughts,
and to meet the arguments brought forward to sustain slan."ry: but \vhile they
relieved me or one ditliculty. they brought on another even more painful than the
one of which I was relieved ... It had given me a view Of111Y wretched condition,
\\ithollt the remedy. (84)
Douglass realizes the power of being literate, but he is also able to explain to his audience
why slaveholders found it important to neglect a slave's ability to read or to learn. He
explains:

I have found that, to make a contented slave. it is necessary to make a thoughtless
one. It is necessary to darken his moral and mental vision. and as br as possible,
to aJlnihilate the pUwei of re<l~t)n. lie must be able to detcct no inconsistencies in
slavery; he must be made to feel that slavery is right; and he can be brought to
that only when he ceases to be a man. (135)
Thus. in order to truly break the chains. the slave must re-learn to think because the
struggle is not simply physical. To control someone's thoughts is to truly control the
person. and "at the heart of this kind of thinking is the realization hy blacks that the most
potent weapon in the hands of the oppressor is the mind of the dPprcsscd" (I3iko 92).
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Douglass understands that the country is suffering, experiencing senseless bloodshed and
could not survive in this manner.
In order to free the country of this disease, drastic measures becomes necessary,
and Douglass wants his audience to realize that this "call to arms" is not a battle betvveen
the blacks and the whites. for they must work together to create a nation that will make
both the founding fathers and God proud. Douglass understands that he cannot combat
directly the white supremacist ideas that stem Ii-om the cultural changes in both this and
the founding fathers - society; hmvever, he is a rhetorician. Therefore, focusing on the
literal meaning of the documents to incite change becomes a powerful tool. Douglass
argues for what the documents claim for their citizens and focuses on "men are created
equal" because arguing the intended or implied l11e;)nings are not relevant \vhen arguing
what the documents actually say. Creating the ncw envisi()ned nation calls for a new
tradition: one which does not involve holding any man in bondage but celebrates mutual
liberation hom white

supremacy~both

in its chattel slavery of blacks and in its spiritual

bondage of whites.
Frederick Douglass values his rhetorical skill and views it as ..the pathway from
slavery

to

ireedum" (78). For him, literacy not only kd to his freedom, but il also is his

freedom. The opportunities given him allow for his growth mentally amI. eventually, his
escape from slm·ery. Like the prophet Jeremiah. Dougla<;s helieves that he is chosen to
better hin1self and to show Americans the sins of their evil \\ays. l!pon arriving at the
Auld residence, Douglass explains: "I may be deemed superstitious. and even egotisticaL
in regdrding this c\cnt as

it

special intc:rposition of divine Pruvidence in my

Because lite in the :\uld residence begins his introduction

lO

f~l\or"

(75).

literacy and he reflects years
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later on the experience, the use of "divine Providence" illustrates his belief in being
chosen to begin that journey that leads to him becoming a free man. Then again, when
forced to return to the plantation for property division, he recalls: "I saw more clearly
than ever the brutalizing effects of slavery upon both the slave and the slaveholder. .. I
suffered more anxiety than most of my fellow slaves ... Thanks to a kind Providence, I fell
to

the portion of Mrs. Lucretia" (91). [\en though Douglass never calls himself a

prophet, the ways in Vv'hich he describes his life c\ents illustrate his belief that there is
more to life than being a slave. And, as l'v1r. Auld predicted, Douglass determined to gain
his ii'cedom. dec lares. "You have seen how a man was made a

slave~

you shall sec how a

slave \Vas made a man" (107), Be it through his self-education, providence or life
experiences. Frederick Douglass offers an illustration to anyone \vho wants to escape his
boncbge and filld freedom, I Ie uses the words made each time to illustrate the change
that occurs in him, Fully a\\'are that his Narrative will reach a large audience, he
ackno\\'ledges how circumstances made him a sla\'e but how his choices make him a free
man.
Douglass consistently illustrates the harsh reality of American culture for the

slave as \\'(:11 as the slave OvVi1ef. Douglnss describes l\n1ericans v/ho continually live
fraudulent lives. kidnap people. sell mothers and children. destroy

f~lInilies.

and preach

hypocritical respect for the family unit all while they punish the common thief. What
Douglass docs with his rhetoric is call attention to the fact that blacks and whites have to
work together to end this system of destruction and disease infesting this great nation. He
docs 110t LlLllt the nation or its foundation. but he does find fault with the current and
previous generations for negkding to fulfill the promise that "all men are created equal."

))

As Douglass struggles for his freedom, he gains the knowledge and power to
change his life. He begins his narrative with mystery but ends it with hope. He writes:
Sincerely and earnestly hoping that this little book may do something toward
throwing light on the American slave system, and hastening the glad day of
deliverance to the million of my brethren in bonds-faithfully relying upon the
power of truth. love, and justice for success in my humble efforts-and solemnly
pledging myself anew to the sacred cause. (159)
lie does not lose sight of the battle but continually relies on his audience's ahility to
rememher the promise as he hopes that it \\ill help him to fulfill it. He begins

~'sincerely

and earnestly" in an attempt to once again put his audience at ease as he continues to
condemn it for the crimes they commit. He also relics on their bmiliarity with the Bible
as he awaits ··the glad day of deliverance" by recalling the \\<1y the enslaved Jews
received their deli\erance from slavery. Douglass also claims to rely on faith, letting his
audience know that he does belie\e in the Creator and in the hope that lle brings
deliverance and justice. Douglass. throughout his life. fights for the less fortunate and ill
treated lIe commits to this "sacred cause" because he firmly believes that not only can
America do right by its inhabitants, but also man can do right by his fellow man. in Llsillg
his stories, illustrations and \vcll articulated rhetoric. he is ahle to prompt change in some
of his audience members.
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Conclusion: Remembering the Man, Embracing His Legacy and Honoring His Journey

The ability to change one's circumstances is one that requires much time, patience
and practice. Proper attention to education and cultivation are also necessary. As
Douglass cultivates his mind, his education enhances his freedom to define both his
\vorld and himself. By learning to accept his right to live as a free thinking man,
Douglass takes the first steps necessary to free himself and his enslaved brethren. As
Douglass prepares himself for the idea of a better life, he studies rhetoric and his culture.
Rhetoric. "vith its many implications. prows helpful to Douglass. but it can also prove
harmful to his audience's psyche and its emotional well-being. Instead of simply
addressing the audience, Douglass use::, \ariOllS rhetorical skills to enhance his i'vwTL/fi1'e.
James.l. Murphy's "What Is Rhetoric and What Can It Do for Writers ~ll1d Readers?"'
recollects on the many uses or rhetoric as he relates
Rather than try to predict the unpredictable. though, the rhetorician prepares the
"\Titer/speaker to have a keen sense of adaptability coupled with a broad spectrum
ofknO\vlcdge and skills. as preparation for meeting the unpredictable. It is not the
rhetoric that \\Tites or speaks. but the user oi'lhe rhetoric v"ho does. (76)
Douglass. unmvare of how his audience will perceive his Surrafivc, writes as he speaks.
The passion. cultural understanding and ability to adapt to each audience inevitably helps
him to prepare his rhetoric but only with the best hope that it \vill be received in a manner
that forces his listeners to feel the need to make changes in the country's current system
where they dehumanize and devalue ;\Iricans. In many ways. Douglass' hope is to
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illustrate the negative manner in which slavery destroys the nation as he desires to change
American culture for the betterment of the African.
Douglass' focus on the lost promises stemming from the country's foundation, his
ability to imitate thc lessons that he learns from previous orators. and his focus on social
change all make his Narrative a rhetorical genre worthy of elaborate study. Douglass'
life becomes the means for social and political change in America as he utilizes each
opportunity to address his audience. In order for Douglass to encompass all the
necessary tools of a rhetorician. he considers his audience. the culture. and America's
history. He effectively employs logos ethos and pathos along with kairos to ensure his

.\{{rmlive's success. In\"oking both logos and pathos of the Declaration of Indepelllknce.
Douglass articulates the history orthe country without attacking the principles or beliefs
of the audience. I Ie rellccts on

Cl

time ufwar in the country when the citizens fought for

lIldl\idual rights. He also advocates for the rights of the slave community, and he \\ants
his audience to advocate for freedom as the founding fathers did in 1776. As Douglass
Llses his own life lessons to make his argument more powerful than would mere abstract
argument not once dues he lise \\lmb simply for the sake of using (hem. Though
Douglass defies the ruies of [he country, sinee he is a fugitive slave, he earns much
credibility due to the \cry detailed stories that he (ells about his life as a slave. I-lis life as
a sla\C included c.\pericnces imuhing unexpected kindness and e.\trCI1lC cruelties:
therefore, he received enough exposure to slavery's vast differences that he was
Lickqu(llely equipped

(0

speak on behalCofthe mass of slaves in bondage.

Douglass' ability to closdy ll1vestigate each incident in his life enhances his
ability to evoke kuiros. When Douglass first notices Ms. Auld' s kindness and she lcaches
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him to read, he capitalizes on this opportunity. Evcn after he could no longer receivc
instruction from her, he knows literacy's importance; and he says "Mistress, in teaching
me the alphabet, had given me the inch, and no precaution could prevent me from taking
the ell" (83). Douglass' statement illustrates education's ongoing importance in his life
and his belief and the necessity in him making the best of" each opportunity. Not only
does he incorporate kairos in this exampie, but he also expiores Aristotle's maxims
rcminding the reader of Mr. Auld's words, "if you give a nigger an inch, he will take an
ell" (78). Douglass incorporates maxims throughout the narrative not only to connect
with his audience. hut also maxims are familiar to the audience and they (maxims) allo\\
the audience to remember his wurds long after it finishes reading his Varrafive. Similar
to the ways that the Declaration of Independence claims "all men arc created equaL"
Douglass uses phrases remil1lsccnt of America's struggles \vith Great nritain. and hc is
able to strengthen his argument.

Furthermore. Douglass knows that the maxim "a still

tongue makes a wise head" (62) is false. The fact that Douglass learns to speak out about
the crimes against him and his pl'ople is the very act that allows 1'or change to begin in the
country. The more Douglass spoke. the more he read and studied: the more he learned
the wiser he became. A sliil lOngue keeps secrets, which handicap the naliun and forces
slagnant conditions to remain prevalent.
A true rhetorician knows his character can detcr his audience or guide them to
make the most pertinent logical choice available. So as Douglass understands this about
his audience, he carefully gi\es specific examples and he names specific people
throughout each chapter. ;\s Douglass lists specific events, these detailed accounts both
enable his credibility while Liley allow those who doubt the validity of his accounts the
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ability to research and determine its truth on their own. Ultimately, the choice belongs to
the audience, but the rhetorician prcsents an argument that helps it understand its choices.
Douglass also understands that only a man who accepts his past can truly embrace his
future. This insight helps him also persuade his audience as it must also accept its past
victories, defeats, and decisions leading to independence- and act so that that
independence is realized full) and fullilled completely for all the citizens of the nation.
Douglass' Narral ive continues to serve as a means to understand various 19 th
Century cultural aspects:

hOWC\CL

that story allmvs for a broader look

looking at his story and the rhetoric that he uses to tell
at

his life. Invcstigating his life story as a rhetorical

devicc in v\hich Douglass cxplores classical rhetoric. Aristotelian teachings and the
jercmiadic all enhance his legacy and our-students and futurc scholars-ability to Jearn
from him. Douglass supplies a means to understand not only 19 th Century America, but
also how incorporating life lessons cnhancc one's ability to grow mentally. physically
and spiritually. Douglass claims that his life events help him become a man once he
learns to take the control back 1i·0111 his oppressors, and he uses the most effective words
in his possession to ensure that his growth helps all the enslaved Africans. He also uses
pov..errul \vords to force the t',pprcs:...;nrs to \'isualizc their cruel violent acts. I)ouglass~

Narrative is not only a cultural and historical document, but the Narrative is also a
powerful rhetorical document \\hich should be studied as sLlch.
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